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Abstract 
The development of globally distributed Phanerozoic petroleum source rocks 
is concentrated on time intervals, which correlate convincingly with climatic 
driven glaciation epochs of Earth’s history, repeated every 150 million years, 
and during sea level high stands and maxima of global magmatism with a pe-
riod of 300 million years. The 150 million year periodicity appears to be re-
lated to the path of the solar system through the spiral arms of the Milky Way 
and the 300 million year periodicity to changes of the spiral system. The spir-
al arms are preferred birth places of new stars, of which the larger ones have 
only smaller lifespans. Their preliminary deaths ended with explosions and 
selectively with the development of so-called white dwarfs, neutron stars or 
black holes. The times of the explosions of intermediate (sun-like) stars can 
be determined by measuring the present brightness of the dwarfs. Not surpri-
singly the last two maxima of recordable near solar system star explosions 
took place during the presumably spiral arms driven glacial epochs in Eocene 
to present and Upper Jurassic times. Such near solar system star explosions 
may have been the source of intense neutrino showers, cosmic rays and star 
dust. This dust contained all kinds of chemical elements, including phospho-
rus and uranium. Such cosmic phosphorus may have supported, through fer-
tilizing, the distribution of life on Earth additionally to local phosphorus re-
sources via bloom of biota in lakes and oceans and the enhanced growth of 
plants on land across all climatic zones. Subsequently it maintained the de-
velopment of petroleum source rocks of all organic matter types within black 
shales and coals. Via the distribution of remnants of exploding stars—mainly 
white dwarfs, but neutron stars and black holes have to be counted as well—a 
cosmic contribution can therefore casually linked to the deposition of petro-
leum source rocks on Earth, not only purely correlatively by their contempo-
raneous appearances.  
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Uranium, Petroleum Source Rock 

 

1. Introduction 

The predictability of Earth’s geological future strongly depends on the evaluation 
of the past. Did past geological processes increase or decrease linearly, exponen-
tially, cyclically or with a complex combination of all? Since the Earth rotates 
differently modulated around the sun and the solar system itself wanders on a 
complex path around the center of the Milky Way galaxy, subsequent cyclic 
changes in the geological record should consequently occur. These changes en-
compass astronomically enforced processes as well as terrestrially induced in-
trinsic ones. Examples are the observed geodynamic periodicities of about 300 
and 150 million years (Figure 1) of global sea level fluctuations, magmatism, 
orogeny, sedimentation (e.g. of organic carbon) and climate [1] [2] as well as pe-
riodicities with shorter repetition times [3] [4] [5] [6] [a.o.]. 

In this paper the focus lies on the 150 million year cycle (4 arm crossings lead 
to an orbit age of about 600 Ma around the slower rotating Milky Way struc-
ture). This cycle appears to have a strong influence on Earth’s climate (Figure 
2). An astronomical input seems obvious [9]. The astronomical input is related 
to the configuration of the Milky Way galaxy with its four spiral arms, exploding  
 

 

Figure 1. Fourier analysis of the sedimentation pattern of organic carbon after [7] and 
the dominant intervals for the sedimentation of petroleum source rocks after [8] that 
point to a 150 Myr (climate, Milky Way; green) and a 300 Myr cycle (sea level, magmat-
ism, orogeny, sedimentation; black), taken from [2]. 
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Figure 2. Phanerozoic cycles (~150 Myr) of the temperatures of the tropical sea surface 
(red curve) with the division of greenhouse and glacial-epochs and the flux of cosmic 
radiation (green shaded curve, scale inverted), that correlate with the passageways of the 
Earth through the spiral-arms of the Milky Way. The resulting increase in the cos-
mic-ray-flux enhances cloud-formation by the generation of condensation nuclei. This 
leads subsequently to a temperature decrease. Iron meteorites are regarded as medium of 
the signal for the cosmic-ray-flux [9], taken from [2]. The black curve represents the vari-
ation in relative supernova frequency presented by [11], which shows a weak graphical 
correlation with the other two curves. However, a generally increasing variation of su-
pernova frequency (black arrows > derivative) may obviously correlate with the passage-
way of the solar system through the spiral arms of the Milky Way galaxy. For a better fit a 
portionwise correction through a time shift/stretch of the variation curve itself by some 
10 - 30 million years backwards appears senseless. 
 
stars of different sizes and ages and to the long geodynamic feedback system 
with a lunar input on Earth [1] [10]. In this sense cosmic rays and dust, cosmic 
isotopes at ocean floor sediments, chemical element production, supernovae and 
planetary nebulae as well as cosmic uranium and phosphorus have to be dis-
cussed. Phosphorus is a chemical element and very important for the bloom of 
life on Earth, uranium a more passive companion, deposited in larger concen-
trations in black shales and coals. Black shales are important petroleum source 
rocks, especially those of Upper Jurassic/Lower Cretaceous and Oligocene/Miocene 
age. Similar to black shales contemporaneously deposited Miocene coals are also 
important energy resources that are globally mined (e.g. as lignite). 

2. Spiral Arms of the Milky Way Galaxy 

In the Greek mythology the goddess Gaia gave birth to all life on Earth. Today 
we know how difficult the evolution of life must have been. It needed at least a 
complex network of the right galaxy, the right sun and the right moon. Right as-
trophysical, geophysical, geological, hydrological and meteorological conditions 
are required, too. The planet should have the right size and the right composi-
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tion of all natural chemical elements from hydrogen to uranium. These chemical 
elements as well as molecules and minerals, made of them, have all distinct 
chemical and physical properties required for their countless applications. The 
planet is a comparable small rocky sphere. It is wandering on a dangerous path 
within the solar system through the imponderables of the Milky Way galaxy 
since about 4.5 billion years. As a sphere with a complex interior the Earth sur-
vived countless internal and external catastrophic events. With a time gap of 
about 150 million years between them it crossed the four spiral arms of the 
Milky Way galaxy on its path (Figure 3). During its residence times in spiral 
arms the sphere picked up, periodically enhanced, cosmic rays and dust that had 
apparently a significant influence on the history of the planet. 

3. Cosmic Rays 

Already some decades ago it has been suggested that cosmic rays may have been 
accountable for major climatic change and mass extinction at least in the Pha-
nerozoic during the last ~542 million years [15] [16]. 

Today a scientific and political dispute is controversially ongoing whether so-
lar variation modulates the cosmic ray flux on Earth. This variation would sub-
sequently modify the intensity of cloud formation and could therefore be an in-
direct cause of global warming in times of reduced atmospheric entry of cosmic 
rays [17]. In opposition to the mainstream scientific assessment of global warm-
ing that human activity on Earth is the main driver, the idea of cosmic influences 
is also being presented by scientists. Both, main stream and opposition inter-
preted the ideas of the other side as ideologically biased, whereas the main 
stream gets currently more political support [18]. 

Cosmic rays are high energy particles that move through space at nearly the 
speed of light. Within cosmic-rays however sub-atomic particles like neutrons,  
 

 

Figure 3. A depiction of the Sun’s motion relative to the spiral arm pattern modified after 
[12] and [13], oscillations are not to scale. Perseus and Scutum-Crux should show a high-
er gas and dust-density, Sagittarius-Carina and Norma-Cygnus a more inferior [14]. 
Graph is taken from [2]. 
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electrons and neutrinos are present as well. About 90% of the cosmic ray nuclei 
are hydrogen (protons), about 9% are helium (alpha particles), and all of the rest 
of the elements make up only 1%. Even in this one percent there are very rare 
elements and isotopes. All of the natural elements in the periodic table are 
present in cosmic rays. This includes elements lighter than iron, which are pro-
duced in stars, and heavier elements that are produced in violent conditions, 
such as a supernova at the end of a massive star’s life. Since cosmic rays are 
charged—positively charged protons or nuclei, or negatively charged electrons— 
their paths through space can be redirected by magnetic fields. On their journey 
to Earth, the magnetic fields of the galaxy, the solar system, and the Earth chal-
lenge their flight paths. Most galactic cosmic rays are probably accelerated in the 
blast waves of supernova remnants. The remnants of the explosions—expanding 
clouds of gas and magnetic field—can last for thousands of years, and this is 
where cosmic rays are accelerated. Bouncing back and forth in the magnetic field 
of the remnant randomly lets some of the particles gain energy, and become 
cosmic rays. Eventually they build up enough speed that the remnant can no 
longer hold them, and they escape into the galaxy. 

Cosmic rays accelerated in supernova remnants can only reach a certain 
maximum energy, which depends on the size of the acceleration region and the 
magnetic field strength. However, cosmic rays have been observed at much 
higher energies than supernova remnants can generate [19]. 

4. Cosmic Dust 

Efficient producers of cosmic dust are supernovae. This is coherent with the as-
sumption that supernovae and asymptotic giant branch stars (period of stellar 
evolution traversed by all low- to intermediate-mass stars (about 0.4 to 8 solar 
masses) late in their live) are the primary producers of dust in the universe. The 
cores of dust grains are known to form in the dense ejecta of supernovae (SNe) 
and in the slow, dense winds from evolved stars. The evolution of dust is com-
plex and is driven by many of the key processes involved in galactic evolution. 
Dust grains are subsequently subject to destruction by thermal and kinetic sput-
tering as they escape from their source. Grains that are large enough (~0.25 μm 
for silicates and ~0.1 μm for carbonaceous grains) escape into the interstellar 
medium while smaller grains get trapped and destroyed. However, grains that 
reach the interstellar medium still have high velocities, and are subject to further 
destruction as they are slowed down.  

Dust plays many essential roles in the interstellar medium (ISM) in a wide 
range of environments. In molecular clouds dust is important as a site for mole-
cule formation. As a repository of metals, dust regulates the gas phase abun-
dances and metal and non-metal transport in galaxies, inclusively phosphorus 
and uranium [20]. 

5. Cosmic Isotopes in Ocean Floor Sediments 

Remnants of cosmic dust have been detected in sedimentary probes from the sea 
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bottom, which include the radioactive isotopes 60Fe (iron, half-life: 2.6 million 
years) and 244Pu (plutonium, half-life: 80.6 million years). Due to their half-life it 
can be excluded that these isotope samples have survived on Earth in one way or 
the other since her birth. The only known processes that could contribute to the 
deposition of those isotopes are cosmic processes like explosions of supernovae 
and merger of neutron stars, respectively (see farther below). Their presence be-
low a water column of several 1000 meters demonstrates quite well that the iso-
topes have undergone a complex distribution and deposition on Earth. Samples 
of undecayed 60Fe in Antarctic snow confirm the global distribution, probes in 
lunar regolith and cosmic rays a source in the Milky Way galaxy. Recent explo-
sions of at least two near-Earth supernovae have been identified as source of the 
mentioned radioactive isotopes [21]. 

The observed 60Fe signals with maxima at 2.5 and 6.3 Ma confirm previous 
results in sediment, crust, and nodule samples. For samples between 4.2 and 5.5 
Ma and for those older than 7 Ma the measured Fe level remained within the 
general background [22]. 

The 60Fe profiles in deep-sea sediments allow estimating the timescale of su-
pernova debris deposition beginning ~3 Myr ago. The best-fit 60Fe pulse dura-
tions are >1.6 Myr. This timescale exceeds the ≲0.1 Myr pulse by far that would 
be expected if 60Fe was embedded in the supernova blast wave plasma. Appar-
ently the long signal duration can be used as evidence that 60Fe arrives in the 
form of supernova dust, whose dynamics are separated from but coupled to the 
evolution of the blast plasma [21]. 

The observed duration in the Million years range for the arrival process of 
supernova 60Fe isotopes on Earth (possibly about 3 - 4 million years, Figure 4) 
can also be taken as an estimate for all other accompanying supernova dust 
grains. Obviously, geological processes, biota and climate should have conse-
quently gotten adapted to this long timespan. According to Figure 4 the arrival 
process of “slow” dust grains and their complex delayed deposition on Earth 
started already 4 million years ago. This means that the first influx time of the  
 

 

Figure 4. Influx of interstellar Fe and pulse durations. The absolute ages have an uncer-
tainty of ~0.3 to 0.5 Myr, modified from [22]. 
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“faster” cosmic rays of the supernova explosion should have been a bit earlier. 
Those cosmic rays may have the potential to initiate extinctions on Earth. Their 
beginning would predate the arrival and deposition of dust. The true time shifts 
depend on the distances between supernovae and the solar system. 

The detection of rare isotopes of iron and plutonium of exploding stars in a 
sedimentary environment at the bottom of the sea leads to the question: what 
has happened to all the other chemical elements simultaneously produced by the 
blast? As it will be hard to distinguish the stable isotopes of these chemical ele-
ments from the ones that have been present on Earth since the early days, how-
ever, their global distribution can be assumed, too. These include phosphorus as 
an essential element for life and uranium as a passive companion of biota, depo-
sited in black shales and swamp plants that converted in course of the subsi-
dence of sedimentary basins through the activity of microorganisms and under 
increasing temperature and pressure in petroleum source rocks [8] and minable 
coals [23]. In this sense, to take experienced astronomical support and to serve 
the reader, details about the evolution of stars and the origin of chemical ele-
ments will be discussed in chapter 6 and 7 as thematically required by following 
Greg Roberts (2013), Stanford University. Credit is given to him for his easy 
readable internet text on “Star Death and the Origin of Uranium”, which is 
carefully pasted as essential portion of the two chapters, and with the original 
wording as requested (http://large.stanford.edu/courses/2013/ph241/roberts2/). 

6. Chemical Elements and the Development of Stars 

The birth material of stars is primarily hydrogen gas. This hydrogen gas will 
concentrate into a region through gravitational means. The fate of the star will 
depend almost entirely on the final mass once all of the available material has 
accreted into a singular spherical body. The fuel consumption process is nuclear 
fusion whereby the light hydrogen atoms are squeezed together to form the 
heavier element helium, releasing energy in the process. This energy release 
gives rise to very high temperatures and the star will radiate, which results in 
their visual appearance in the night sky. The production of elements heavier 
than hydrogen is broadly classified as nucleosynthesis [24]. 

If the initial mass of the star is less than ~0.4 Mʘ, where Mʘ is the mass of our 
sun, then helium will be the final product. As the star fuses hydrogen, the helium 
will convect away from the core and allow more hydrogen to fuse. Ultimately 
this will leave behind a ball of primarily helium gas. It is the gravitational mass 
of the star that provides compressive forces sufficient to overcome the energy 
barrier for a fusion process, and in this case there is simply not enough mass to 
continue with the process and fuse helium. The resultant star will remain fixed 
in composition and cool by radiating thermal energy away. This type of star is 
called a red dwarf and they are the most common type of star in the Milky Way 
galaxy, comprising ~85% of all stars. If the mass is very small, less than ~0.08 
Mʘ, then the star is called a brown dwarf. Clearly these are not the kind of stars 
that have created the heavy elements we find on Earth [24]. 
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If the mass of a star is in the range of 0.4 - 8 Mʘ, then further fusion processes 
can occur. In this case, the helium will accumulate within the core. Once the ini-
tial hydrogen fusion stops, the star will re-equilibrate its internal hydrostatic 
pressures by expanding its outer layers to become what is called a giant. Some of 
this gas will be expelled entirely, although the inner core will begin a new fusion 
process where now the helium is the fuel. Again due to gravitational forces, the 
helium will fuse together to form heavier elements such as carbon and oxygen. 
Over time these products can accumulate and build up a non-fusing core. This is 
surrounded by a shell of fusing helium, a layer of fusing hydrogen, and then an 
outermost region of non-fusing hydrogen gas. As the star proceeds, it will con-
tinue to hydrostatically equilibrate by expelling mass out into space. These sizes 
of stars can lose roughly 80% of their initial mass this way, and the gas cloud 
produced is called a planetary nebula. The resulting star core will be a very high 
temperature body of primarily carbon and oxygen, which are called white dwarfs 
(WD). They are roughly the size of Earth, and will no longer fuse any of their 
remaining atoms [24]. 

However, the first solids that form as a cooling white dwarf starts to crystallize 
are expected to be greatly enriched in actinide. The presence of actinides is 
somehow mysterious, since heavy elements get produced generally during su-
pernovae explosions or similar events after all [25]. It can be estimated that the 
solids may evolve so enriched in actinides that they could support a fission chain 
reaction. This reaction could ignite carbon burning and lead to the explosion of 
an isolated white dwarf in a thermonuclear supernova (SN Ia). 

A second mysterious observation concerning the development of near solar 
system white stars is their distribution along a time axis (Figure 5) [10] [26]. By  
 

 

Figure 5. Counts of near earth white dwarfs per steps of 5 million years after [27], show-
ing a 150 million years periodicity (one repetition recognizable) [10]. 
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accompanying the solar system with an assumed similar rotation speed around 
the galactic center, the ages of white dwarfs show a 150 million years periodicity 
of maxima (at least two) along the time axis of solar passages through the spiral 
arms of the Milky Way (Figure 3). Properties of the spiral arms may therefore 
synchronize the white dwarf development of long lived intermediate stars either 
through the influence of denser cosmic rays and dust or through nearby explo-
sions of short lived massive stars as supernovae. The contemporaneous devel-
opment of white dwarfs and probable nearby supernovae within the spiral arms 
may link indirectly some observations concerning the effects on Earth. Despite 
of some mysteries white dwarfs are not yet seen as the result of real supernova 
explosions as occasionally stated. The huge amount of neutrinos that a superno-
va generates could be a speculative source for special developments inside the 
spiral arms. Speculatively it has already been suggested that those neutrinos 
could have enhanced contemporaneous magmatism on Earth, Moon and the 
nearby planets Venus and Mars [2].  

“If a white dwarf is formed near enough to a swollen giant star” (as previously 
described), this binary system may undergo an interesting process. The white 
dwarf can accrete gas from the giant, mostly hydrogen and helium. Once the 
hydrogen fusion ignites, the outer layer can be blown off in an explosion called a 
nova. And if enough mass and fusion energy are present, the entire white dwarf 
may be blown apart completely. This event is called a Type Ia supernova. A Type 
Ia supernova is caused by increased core pressures within the white dwarf due to 
accumulated outer-layer gas, which then drives the fusion of carbon. This in-
itiates then the violent explosion. The general category of carbon-fueled detona-
tions is Type I supernova [24]. This will expel a rapid shock wave throughout the 
rest of the star, causing many nuclear reactions to occur on a very short time-
scale. Some of these reactions are classified as a rapid neutron capture, or 
r-process, and they are capable of producing some of the very heavy elements 
including uranium [27]. 

If the initial star mass is in the range of 8 - 25 Mʘ, a series of similar fusion 
reactions will be initiated, although the fate of the core is different. As in the 
lesser mass stars, a core of carbon and oxygen build up as nuclear fusion prod-
ucts. In this case, however, the mass of the surrounding layers, mostly helium 
and hydrogen, is large enough to cause the core to collapse and drive even more 
nucleosynthesis. Here, carbon will fuse to form neon and magnesium, and the 
oxygen can fuse to produce sulfur, silicon and phosphorus. This process will 
continue until ultimately an iron (Fe) core is the final fusion product residue 
[24]. 

It is here worth noting the uniqueness of the element iron. Within this ele-
ment, there is a packaging of the nucleon particles, neutrons and protons that is 
optimally stable. As a result it is thermodynamically the most favorable fusion 
product. The fusion of the very light elements results in an increase in the prod-
uct’s binding energy, up to an atomic mass number of 26 for iron. Similarly, the 
nuclear fission (dissociation) of heavy elements like uranium creates daughter 
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particles with higher binding energy as well, and hence this process too is ther-
modynamically favorable. Within a star, every reaction that fuses two atoms into 
a particle the size of iron or smaller will release some amount of energy. This 
energy manifests itself as a temperature rise within the star. Subsequently the 
available thermal energy has the potential to help drive further fusion reactions, 
until iron has been produced, and the sequence stops. Its fusion would require 
more energy than can be provided by the rise in temperature [27]. It is for this 
reason that every element with an atomic number greater than iron is referred to 
as “heavy”. 

During the lifetime of these massive stars (~8 to 25 Mʘ), layers of various 
elements fusing together release photons that apply pressure to the outer gas 
layers, causing the size of the star to expand and become a supergiant. The core 
of the star builds up with iron until a threshold is reached. At this point, the iron 
atoms are so close that every available electron energy state is occupied, and the 
Columbic repulsive forces are at their maximum. This is referred to electron de-
generacy pressure. It is an extremely strong force, although gravitational force 
may overcome this, causing the star to collapse and detonate as a Type II super-
nova. This reaction is powerful enough to initiate the rapid neutron capture 
process as well, and provides a means for creating uranium and other heavy 
elements [24]. 

The remnant of this very violent explosion is a neutron star. This object is 
comprised of roughly 10% to 20% of the star’s initial mass within a volume that 
is incredibly small. Additionally, due to the conservation of momentum, they 
often are born with extremely high spin rates, on the order of 10 to 100 rotations 
per second. It is the nutation of their spin axis that creates very regular pulses of 
radio waves, which are detectable. Fast-rotating neutron stars are called pulsars 
[24]. 

Lastly, it is mentioned that stars with a mass greater than ~25 Mʘ follow a 
similar lifecycle, however their interiors are compressed to such an extent that 
the repulsive forces between adjacent neutrons are insufficient. As a result a 
black hole is formed (Figure 6) [24]. 

7. Supernovae and Heavy Elements 

In order for heavy elements like uranium to be formed (Periodic Table of the 
Elements, see Figure 7), a rapid supply of energetic neutrons must be made 
available. This is what a supernova explosion is capable of providing. The explo-
sion is initiated by an excessive pressure build up about the iron core, and rapid 
compression ensues. The gravitational force overcomes the electron degeneracy 
pressure and begins to drive endothermic (energy consuming) reactions. A 
process occurs where protons in the nuclei capture electrons and become a neu-
tron. This happens until a sufficient core of neutrons has been built up, reaching 
a state of neutron degeneracy. The compression wave then bounces off of the 
neutron core and reflects back as an outward propagating shockwave, travelling 
at a significant fraction of the speed of light [26]. 
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Figure 6. Life cycle of stars from birth to remnant stages. Credit: R.N. Bailey, 2017, this file is licensed under the creative com-
mons attribution 4.0 International license in Wikipedia. 

 

 

Figure 7. Periodic table, source:  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Periodic_table_large.svg#/media/File:Periodic_table_large.svg. This file is licensed un-
der the creative commons attribution 3.0 Unported license. 
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As the shockwave moves outward, it passes through various layers: first a 
dense neutron gas, then the equilibrated iron region, followed by a number of 
still fusing layers of silicon burning, carbon and oxygen burning, helium burn-
ing, and hydrogen burning. The outermost layer is still primarily non-fusing 
hydrogen. Through each layer that the shock wave interacts, a host of nuclear 
reactions occur, most notably the rapid neutron capture process. 

The r-process is called rapid with respect to the decay mechanisms available to 
heavy, unstable nuclei. Specifically, it is referenced to the time over which beta 
minus decay occurs, in which a neutron within the nucleus converts into a pro-
ton and emits an electron (and a neutrino). This allows very large nuclei to ac-
cumulate in number. The r-process is contrasted with the s-process, a slow neu-
tron capture mechanism, which does not require a supernova explosion to in-
itiate. This process is capable of producing heavy elements up to lead and bis-
muth, roughly four times the mass of iron. However, the very heavy elements 
like uranium require the r-process to be formed [27]. 

The result of a supernova explosion is that heavy elements are ejected out into 
space, and are available material for the formation of other celestial objects. 
Through the natural decay rates of heavy elements, time scales can be estimated 
for when supernova events may have happened. A few particularly useful ele-
ments have half-life decay times on the order of 108 to 1010 years, and they are 
used in a method called cosmochronology. The useful isotopes for dating nuc-
leosynthesis events that created Earth’s material are U-235 and U-238, which 
have half-lives of 7.13 × 108 and 4.51 × 109 years, respectively. The present day 
ratio of these two isotopes is roughly U-235/U-238 = 0.007. Given their decay 
rates, the abundance of these elements at the time the solar system formed 
(roughly some billion years ago) should have been about 0.3. Within a superno-
va explosion, models predict that the production ratio should be approximately 
1.5. Thus, depending on how many supernova explosions contributed to the 
abundance of uranium isotopes we see today, the time of their occurrence is es-
timated to be from 2 billion years ago (if only a single supernova) to 10 billion 
years ago [24]. Given the timescales discussed above, it is interesting to ponder 
with respect to the present understanding for the age of the visible universe, 
which is ~13.77 billion years [28]. 

However, the rapid neutron-capture process needed to build up many of the 
elements heavier than iron seems to take place primarily in more seldom neu-
tron-star mergers, not supernova explosions, as stated by some authors [29]. 

8. Life Span of Stars 

An important issue of cosmic star building processes is the final life span of the 
stars. At the end of the life of long lived intermediate and short lived massive 
stars they either convert selectively into white dwarfs, neutron stars or black 
holes. Assuming that an intermediate star lives one thousand times longer than a 
massive star, according roughly to a log-log distribution (see Table 1) [30], and 
that their relationship remained constant through the history of the Milky Way  
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Table 1. Representative lifetimes of stars as a function of their masses after [30]. 

Mass (solar masses) Time (years) 

60 3 million 

30 11 million 

10 32 million 

3 370 million 

1.5 3 billion 

1 10 billion (sun) 

0.1 1000s billions  

 
(theoretically), then the birth rate of massive stars could have been really high 
once by counterbalancing their high death rate, fertilizing subsequently the in-
terstellar medium, especially the spiral arms of the Milky Way galaxy with a 
large amount of heavy chemical elements. However, by taking the fraction values 
of sun-like stars (7.6%) and of massive stars larger than 16 Mʘ (~0.00003%) 
(Table 2) and calculating a proportion of about 253,000, the general birth rate of 
massive stars may have been comparable low. 

According to Table 1 the largest intermediate stars that convert to white 
dwarfs may live only estimated 50 million years. After their birth they may al-
ready explode on their path before leaving the spiral arm and distribute their 
chemical elements to the local cosmic dust cloud through the development of 
short living planetary nebulae (about 50,000 years) in course of their death. In 
this case the energy output during the explosion could be close to the one of a 
supernova. A larger portion of short living intermediate stars with their close-
ness to massive stars could also be the cause of a higher white dwarf count as 
obviously recognized (Figure 5). This could enlarge the probability of a con-
temporaneous development of massive stars and their following death as super-
novae. In this sense Table 2 encompasses some properties and frequencies of 
so-called main sequence stars. White dwarfs and all giants as residues are ex-
cluded. About 23% of the main sequence stars are low- to intermediate-mass 
stars (~0.4/0.45 to 8 Mʘ) and the important source from which the abundant 
white dwarfs develop. Following these observations the number of supernovae 
related neutron stars and black holes should be comparable small, depending on 
the real birth rate of massive stars. The investigation of cosmic isotopes at the 
bottom of the sea delivered a time gap of about 4 million years between assumed 
supernovae explosions of massive stars within an effective vicinity to the solar 
system [22], leading to the assumption that the time gap between exploding in-
termediate-mass stars inside the same region of the Milky Way galaxy must be 
significantly shorter. Their total contribution of chemical elements to the cosmic 
dust entering the Earth is certainly of great importance as well, and may inter-
fere with the contributions of supernovae. This may also be true for the arrival of 
cosmic rays that are related to intermediate star explosions, including accompa-
nying Earth penetrating neutrinos. 
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Table 2. Properties and frequencies of main sequence stars, white dwarfs and all kinds of giants excluded. 23% of these stars are 
low- to intermediate-mass stars, and the important source, from which the white dwarfs develop (~0.4/0.45 to 8 Mʘ). Modified 
from [https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Stars/Astronomy]. 

Class Temperature K Conventional color 
Mass 

(solar masses, Mʘ) 
Radius 

(solar radii, R) 
Fraction of all 

main sequence stars 

O ≥33,000 K blue ≥16 ≥6.6 ~0.00003% 

B 10,000 - 33,000 K blue to blue white 2.1 - 16 1.8 - 6.6 0.13% 

A 7500 - 10,000 K white 1.4 - 2.1 1.4 - 1.8 0.6% 

F 6000 - 7500 K yellowish white 1.04 - 1.4 1.15 - 1.4 3% 

G 5200 - 6000 K yellow 0.8 - 1.04 0.96 - 1.15 7.6% 

K 3700 - 5200 K orange 0.45 - 0.8 0.7 - 0.96 12.1% 

M ≤3700 K red ≤0.45 ≤0.7 76.45% 

9. Phosphorus for Life 

On Earth, there have always been several essential components for the promo-
tion of life, and the slow evolutionary route from Microorganisms to Humans. 
Water is certainly one of them. But one important ingredient that has always 
been rare, and whose geochemical cycle leads to separated forms that are not 
readily available to biota, is phosphorus. When Earth formed 4.5 billion years 
ago, any phosphorus that was present likely sank into the molten core because of 
the element’s distinct chemical properties. The Earth never started off with 
much of this element. The average crustal concentrations of phosphorus are 
about 0.1 wt. percent. Apparently, the only source of phosphorus to the global 
biosphere appeared to be the chemical weathering of minerals exposed in conti-
nental rocks. As long as the planet has been oxygenated, much of the phospho-
rus made available by continental weathering is promptly caught by iron oxida-
tion. As a pure “water world” planet without plate tectonics, concealed totally by 
ocean with no opportunity of terrestrial supply of phosphorus, the evolution of 
life on Earth would have been dramatically hampered. Without exposed land 
mass for weathering, there is not a viable mechanism for nutrient delivery and 
possible climate stabilization [31].  

Phosphorus is one of just six chemical elements on which Earth organisms 
depend. As already mentioned above, almost all chemical elements have been 
made by nucleosynthetic reactions in various kinds of stars and have been col-
lected along our cosmic history. Phosphorus is found in DNA, RNA, and other 
important biological molecules. It is crucial to the compound adenosine triphos-
phate, which cells use to store and transfer energy. However, since the supply of 
phosphorus from internal subsurface sources appears to be somehow limited, 
additional external sources may play a crucial role. Phosphorus that made life 
possible could have been delivered to Earth’s surface from extraterrestrial ori-
gins, and previous studies have proposed meteorites as potential sources. Based 
on a recently published analysis [32] much smaller extraterrestrial particles 
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known as cosmic dust—as already mentioned above—may also deliver phos-
phorus to Earth’s atmosphere. The availability of cosmic dust is certainly de-
pendent on the location of the solar system on its path through the dusty spiral 
arms of the Milky Way galaxy. A series of chemical reactions convert then the 
phosphorus into biologically useful forms like metal phosphites and phosphates 
that eventually fertilize, periodically Milky Way driven, Earth’s surface. The ab-
lation of phosphorus from interplanetary dust particles entering the Earth’s at-
mosphere is a potentially significant source of this key bioelement. The esti-
mated current global mean P (phosphorus) deposition flux, in the form of sub-
micron-sized MSPs (meteoric smoke particles as metal phosphites and phos-
phates, respectively), is 1 × 10−8 g∙m−2∙yr−1, with a maximum of ~5 × 10−8 
g∙m−2∙yr−1 (northern Rockies, Himalayas, and southern Andes). The fraction of 
phosphorus creating bioavailable metal phosphites is estimated to be 11% [33]. 

10. Petroleum Source Rocks 

Source rocks are rocks which have generated petroleum (oil and gas) or which 
would be able to generate those hydrocarbons. They are organic-rich sediments 
(e.g. black shales) that may have been deposited under a range of environmental 
conditions including deltaic, lacustrine and marine. Nutrient availability was 
certainly a key driver for the necessary bloom of biota ahead of the deposition of 
organic carbon and the supply with phosphorus was crucial for this process. 
Therefore the deposition of source rocks may have additionally to geological 
conditions a galactic component. 

Source rocks are characterized through the types of biotic matter that they 
contain: 
 Type I source rocks are created with remains of algal mats deposited under 

anoxic conditions in deep sweet water lakes. 
 Type II source rocks are made from marine bacterial and planktonic relics 

conserved under anoxic conditions in marine environments. 
 Type III source rocks are produced from terrestrial plant material that has 

been disintegrated by bacteria and fungi under oxic or sub-oxic conditions. 
Most coals and coaly shales are Type III source rocks. 

Source rocks of six stratigraphic levels generated more than 90% of original 
recoverable petroleum reserves in the world: 1) Silurian (9%), 2) Upper Devo-
nian-Tournaisian (8%), 3) Pennsylvanian-Lower Permian (8%), 4) Upper Juras-
sic (25%), 5) middle Cretaceous (29%), and 6) Oligocene-Miocene (12.5%). 

Apparently the concentration of source rocks does not follow a distinct me-
chanism because the areal distribution, point of origin in specific structural 
forms, and actually the geochemical character of them altered from one interval 
to another. The geologic age and the evolution of biota played an important role 
as well.  

Certain source rocks are referred to as “world class” with very high quality, a 
large thickness and of wide geographical distribution. Examples include: 
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The Upper Jurassic marine Kimmeridge Clay or its stratigraphic equivalents 
generated most of the oil found in the North Sea and the Norwegian Sea (Figure 
8) [8]. The laminated carbonate-rich upper Jurassic Hanifa Formation sourced 
the giant Ghawar field in Saudi Arabia with oil. Both geological layers may 
represent Mesozoic high quality source rocks. The most important change in the 
character of source rocks during the Phanerozoic was the evolution of source 
rocks based on type III kerogen and coal. The effectiveness of these source rocks 
achieved its optimum in the Oligocene-Miocene (Figure 9) [8].  

The worldwide distributions of these two world class source rocks of Meso-
zoic and Tertiary age, which were deposited across all climatic zones between the 
equator and the poles, and across all different geological circumstances, are 
shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9. This demonstrates clearly that severe global 
processes must have been very active, independent from the climatic conditions 
with their Milky Way driven periodicity of 150 million years. Climate may 
therefore be only of secondary order for biotic blooms. Contemporaneous life 
supporting global availabilities of phosphorus as an important portion of neces-
sary nutrients may have fertilized worldwide deltas, lakes and oceans. A cosmic 
source of phosphorus appears likely. Since black shales and coals show generally 
higher uranium concentrations than usual sediments, an additional cosmic 
source of this heavy element may have also been effective, contemporaneously 
with the possible entry of cosmic phosphorus to the surface of the Earth.  
 

 

Figure 8. Paleogeography of the Upper Jurassic source rock distribution [8], across all climatic zones between the equator 
and the poles, and across all different geological circumstances. 
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Figure 9. Paleogeography of the Oligocene—Miocene source rock distribution [8], across all climatic zones between the equator 
and the poles, and across all different geological circumstances. 

11. Cosmic Uranium? 

At least the observation that globally significant resources of uranium have been 
mineralized in the near surface environment involving meteoric water during 
Upper Jurassic and Miocene times simultaneously with the deposition of re-
mains of blooming biota and the concentration of uranium therein, a cosmic 
contribution appears to be a realistic assumption.  

More than 4000 sandstone-hosted uranium occurrences host over 0.54 Mil-
lion tons of mined and in situ U3O8 (uranium-oxide) throughout the Colorado 
Plateau/USA (Figures 10-12). This is about 30% of the world endowment of ta-
bular and basal channelsandstone-hosted deposits. Most of the resources are in 
two distinct mineral systems with deposits hosted in the Triassic Chinle and 
Upper Jurassic Morrison Formations. In the Chinle mineral system, base metal 
sulfides typically accompany mineralization. However, the dominant Morrison 
mineral system represents about 80% of the regional resources. As uranium 
source volcanic ash preserved as bentonitic mudstones within the Morrison 
Formation, and lithic volcanic clasts, ash shards and bentonitic clay in the lower 
part of the Chinle Formation have been currently suggested. Transport in both 
systems was likely in groundwater through the more permeable sandstones and 
conglomerate units. The first comprehensive examination of paleoclimate, pa-
leotopography, and subsurface structure of aquifers coupled with analysis of the 
geochronology of deposits suggests that there were distinct pulses of uranium 
mineralization/redistribution during the period from about 259 Ma to 12 Ma 
with a significant maximum during the Upper Jurassic when oxidized mineralizing  
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Figure 10. Erosional topography of Monument valley on the Colorado Plateau/USA. 
 

 

Figure 11. Grand Canyon, cutting through the uranium bearing Colorado Plateau/USA. 
 

 

Figure 12. Colorado River as transport way for the eroded rock grains of the uplifted 
Colorado Plateau/USA, making uranium resources—mainly with Upper-Jurassic minera-
lization age—available for mining. 
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fluids were intermittently rejuvenated in the Plateau in response to changes in 
tectonic regime and climate. Multiple lines of evidence indicate that deposits 
formed at ambient temperatures of about 25˚C to no greater than about 140˚C. 
In both systems, deposits formed where groundwater flow slowed and was sub-
ject to evaporative concentration [34].  

During Upper Jurassic and Miocene, especially in the USA and China (Figure 
13), the formation and/or preservation of sandstone-style uranium deposits ap-
pears to be partly controlled by tectonic uplift events, especially those generated 
in an open system by the infiltration of meteoritic water. In general, modern 
landforms were shaped by diverse global tectonic events that began in the Mid-
dle and Late Miocene. This includes the formation of continental-scale orogens, 
including the uplift of the three broadly contemporaneous ranges, the Al-
pine-Himalayan Belt, the Cordillera, and the East African Rift. Studies on sand-
stone-style uranium deposits report that though their stratigraphic ages extend 
from the Proterozoic to the Cenozoic, they remarkably occur from the Late Ju-
rassic to the Neogene. Uranium mineralization ages during the Tertiary are 
concentrated between 20 and 0.1 Ma, clustering mainly in the Miocene although 
remobilizations are known to have occurred afterwards, some even in the Holo-
cene. Global tectonics in the Miocene, between 20 and 5 Ma, resulting in the re-
gional uplift of mountain ranges, may have applied substantial control over the 
migration directions of uranium-bearing fluids that formed these sandstone- 
style uranium deposits. The near surface mineralization systems may indicate 
that the entry of uranium via rain from atmospheric clouds containing cosmic 
dust as condensation nuclei could have been an additional source [35]. 
 

 

Figure 13. Global sandstone-style uranium mineralization ages, many of them occur in 
the Miocene (China) and later (violet curve) [35], and ages of mineralization of the Colo-
rado Plateau/USA (violet boxes) [34], presented by using Figure 2. Not to scale. 
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12. Conclusion 

By combining astrophysical, geophysical, geological, meteorological and biolog-
ical data for a timespan of several 100 million years the evolution of the Earth 
appears continuously and strongly related to properties of the Milky Way galaxy. 
This encompasses, coming from backwards, the deposition of energy resources 
like oil and coal, the bloom of biota ahead of that, the entry of cosmic dust in our 
atmosphere from the interstellar medium containing phosphorus and uranium 
among other elements, the detonation of long lived intermediate and short lived 
massive stars and the related production of heavy elements mainly within the 
spiral arms of the Milky Way galaxy, the wandering of the solar system through 
these spiral arms along a path around the Milky Way center, and the subsequent 
long term climatic effects on Earth with a 150 million year periodicity. Accord-
ing to this evaluation, leaving the current spiral arm by the solar system in the 
near geological future (millions of years), the climate on Earth may get warmer, 
the ice-caps at the poles vanish, the sea level rises, and the height of the orogens 
shrinks due to erosion of their peaks and metamorphism of their roots with a 
related crystal water release. The reduction of the phosphorus input may lead to 
a decrease of biota growth on land and in sea with all the problems that may fol-
low for all then living species. In addition to the primordial Earth inside the ha-
bitable zone of the sun the overall adjacent and ever-changing cosmic space with 
all its periodically/episodically varying ingredients appears to be a further pillar 
of life on Earth, subterraneously archived and globally and repeatedly represented 
through the buried fossil remains.  
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